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SITE QHAC XIQUIN NUMBER CJC2 DATE a/9/iflRS

BACKGROUND: I know of no previous references to this site and it is not shown on

any published maps of the Chenes region.

SITUATION: The site is situated about one kilometer east of the village of Komchen.

TOPOGRAPHY: The area surrounding the site is relatively flat and the ruins stand on

a very low rise of ground.

WATER SUPPLY: Unknown. Modern well in village of Komchen.

MAPS: None.

SIZE: Appears to be a small site. Main complex consists of a large platform with

several levels with a number of rooms on the upper level, now fallen. There are

other small mounds and platforms surrounding the main platform but there are no

exposed walls or vaults on any of these latter structures.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown. Main complex surrounded by smaller structures but arrange
ment is not clear.

COMMENTS: Main complex has been considerably destroyed by inhabitants of Komchen

and section of vault which was intact several years ago has now fallen or has been re

moved by villagers for construction purposes.

No real architectural data available due to advanced state of collapse. We noted many

facing stones in debris, similar in size and shape to those seen at nearby sites. Near one

end of the upper level of main complex is a small section of an exposed wall faced with

very roughly dressed blocks.
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SITE: CHANCHEN (Chenchan) NUMBER C/C3 DATE 3/12/86

BACKGROUND: Site was first visited by Teobert Maler in 1889 although his notes on

Chanchen have not yet been published. A Maler photograph of the tower (Structure 1)
was later published by Zayas (1908, p. 196), Case (1911, p. 184), and Amabalis (1923,
fig. 35). H.E.D. Pollock (1970) visited the site in 1936 and his data deals only with Struc

ture 1, the masonry tower shown in Maler's earlier photograph. I visited the site in March

of 1986 and my notes include some data on other structures at the site, as well as Struc
ture 1.

ETYMOLOGY: Pollock (1970) gives a translation of "little well" and also notes that at

the time of his visit the site was known as Chenchan to natives of the region, which is

still the case today. Chenchan = Chan's well which is the name used for a well about

one kilometer south of the ruins.

SITUATION: The site is situated about fifteen kilometers southeast of the town of Ho-

pelchen and about five kilometers northeast of the ruins of Nohcacab.

TOPOGRAPHY: The ground is very gently rolling in the vicinity of the site and the ruins

stand on a low hill which has been artificially leveled and terraced on top to form a large

platform.

WATER SUPPLY: As noted above, there is a well, which appears to be of colonial manu

facture, about one kilometer south of the site and we noted two chultunes, both around

3.70 meters deep, in the vicinity of Structure 1 (see sketch map). A native informant

says that there are two additional wells west of the site but did not give their distances.

MAPS: See sketch map included with this report. Map made entirely by eye and shows

only approximate locations and size of mounds.

SIZE: Apparently a rather small site as all the mounds we saw were on a single plat
form on top of a low hill.

CIVIC PLAN: Not really understood, due to lack of adequate map. Structure 1 faces

east toward a small court which is bounded on the other three sides by mounds and low

platforms. To the north are additional mounds and courts, a rather typical arrangement
at Chenes sites. The largest mound stands opposite Structure 1.

COMMENTS: Site has been heavily looted and all mounds have one or more large lo

oter's holes.



SITE: CHANCHEN (Chenchan) NUMBER C/C3 DATE 3/12/86

STRUCTURE 1 (Tower)

DIMENSIONS:

Front: 2.49m wide at base.

Sides: 1.67m deep.

Height: Approximately 7.85m to point where upper portion is now broken off.

FORM: Tower rises with a series of setbacks, with projecting, rectangular moldings
where setbacks occur. Upper portion includes a series of slots which run through from

front to back.

DECORATION: Rows of projecting stones, including corner stones, in upper sections

probably served to support stucco sculptures, now fallen. Pattern of projecting stones
much like that found in upper walls and roofcombs of Chenes temples. (See Hochob,
Structures 5 and 6 for example)

CONSTRUCTION: Tower is faced with very roughly dressed slabs and blocks, with
much chinking between joints. Construction technology similar to that found in Struc

tures 1 and 2 at Nocuchich, which are also tower-like monuments.
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SITE: CHANCHEN BUILDING: STRUCTURE 1 DATE: 3/12/86
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SITE: CHANCHEN BUILDING: STRUCTURE 1 DATE: 3/12/86
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STRUCTURE 1 - FRONT SIDE BEING CLEARED



SITE: CHANCHEN BUILDING: STRUCTURE 1 DATE: 3/12/86
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STRUCTURE 1 - VIEW OF FRONT SIDE



SITE: CHANCHEN (Chenchan) NUMBER C/C3 DATE 3/12/86

STRUCTURE 7

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure 7 is now little more than a shapeless mound of
debris which appears to represent the remains of a vaulted masonry building which had
two parallel rows of rooms. Looters excavations exposed a portion of the lower walls
of one room with a doorway on the north side. This doorway lead to an outer room, now
completely collapsed, which had a round column in the outer doorway. (Upper portion
exposed m debris). Near the column is a large stone, measuring 1.60 meters long, .68
meters wide, and .24 meters thick which appears to be the lintel from the doorway with
the column.

J

INTERIOR DETAILS: (Room exposed by looters)

Length: Unknown.

Width: 2.61m.

WALLS:

Height: Unknown -

room mostly filled with debris.

Stonework: Walls faced with small blocks, some about .20m square.

Doorways: Doorway on north side .95m wide. Jambs faced with small blocks
similar to wall facing stones. Lintel fallen.

Other: Wall to adjacent room is .66m thick.

VAULTS: No data - vault completely fallen.



SITE: CHANCHEN BUILDING: STRUCTURE 7 DATE: 3/12/86
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SITE CHUNBEC NUMBER c/C4 DATE 3/23/1985

BACKGROUND: I know of no previous references to this site and it is not shown on any

previously published maps of the Chenes region.

SITUATION: The ruins are situated about 11 km north-northeast of the modern village
of Dzibalchen and can be reached via a dirt road from the ranch buildings of Chunbec.
Site is about 3 km from the highway between Dzibalchen and Iturbide.

TOPOGRAPHY: The terrain is relatively flat as the site is approached from the south

and the ruins are sited on a low ridge.

WATER SUPPLY: None noted.

MAPS: None.

SIZE: Appears to be a medium sized site and we observed 15-20 good sized mounds near

the center of the site. Other smaller mounds extend out beyond the main center. My
notes indicate that there are two medium high pyramidal mounds representing the remains
of fallen buildings with at least two levels.

CIVIC PLAN: Unknown. We explored an area several hundred meters long along a line

oriented about 200-210 degrees. This area is densely packed with good sized mounds.

Near the point where we entered the site is a very large pyramidal mound which represents
the remains of a fallen building with at least two levels. On one side of this mound was a

looter's hole which exposed two small sections of a wall faced with large, roughly dressed

stones which appear to have been laid up dry.

COMMENTS: All buildings have completely collapsed and we found only one small por

tion of a room with part of two walls, a section of vault and a doorjamb still in place.
Vault was faced with wedge-shaped stones rather than slabs as is typical for Chenes

buildings, and the doorjamb was formed with small stones, similar to wall stones. On

one section of the exposed wall, traces of plaster painted red-orange can still be seen.
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SITE
DZEHKABTUN

NUMBER p/ni DATE a/9Q/S

BACKGROUND: The site was first reported by Maler (1902) who described and photo

graphed the Main Quadrangle (Main Palace) and Structure (Building with Roofcomb).
Ruz (1945) added some additional data to Maler's earlier notes and Pollock (1970), who
made a brief visit to the site in the late 1930Ts, added some additional details in re

gard to the Main Quadrangle and Structure , not covered by Maler or Ruz. I includ

ed a preliminary report on the architecture at Dzehkabtun in my paper on Chenes-Puuc

architecture (Andrews, 1985) based on data obtained in 1979 and 1981.

SITUATION: The ruins are situated about 8 km southwest of Hopelchen, on the grounds
of the Rancho Holcatzin. The main structures lie about 3 km northwest of the ranch

buildings.

TOPOGRAPHY: The terrain is relatively level in the vicinity of the site and the site

itself is marked by minor local relief.

WATER SUPPLY: No natural water resource observed. I noted one chultun in the South

Group and there must be many others which we did not see.

MAPS: See sketch map included with this report.

SIZE: Appears to be a good sized site and there are at least four medium high pyra
midal mounds in addition to three quadrangular groups. My sketch map is based mostly
on non-measured observations and a few compass bearings.

CIVIC PLAN: Not fully understood. There are three good sized quadrangles in the

northern section of the site, including the now well-known North Quadrangle, and all

of these are associated with good sized pyramidal mounds. As noted earlier by Ruz,
there are a number of well organized groups of structures, particularly in the north

ern sector of the site, but extensive mapping is required to gain any real understanding
of the site organization.

COMMENTS: Most of the buildings at this site are in an advanced state of collapse
and it is difficult to obtain much architectural data without extensive clearing and ex

cavation. I suspect that many of the buildings were destroyed some years ago in order

to obtain building materials for the old Hacienda Holcatzin.



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

MAIN QUADRANGLE (Principal Palace and Surrounding Edifices)

The group of structures that I am calling the Main Quadrangle consists of a large court

yard surrounded by ranges of rooms on the north, south, and west sides, while the east

side is occupied by a medium high pyramid situated on a low platform. (See sketch map).
Both Maler (1902) and Pollock (1970) have described and illustrated several portions of

this complex but both of these descriptions are incomplete in several respects. Archi

tecturally, the quadrangle is very complex and seems to represent five stages of con

struction. For ease of identification, I have given numbers to each set of rooms which

seems to represent a single construction phase. Structure 1 includes the rooms east of

the stairway of the South Range. Structure 2 is an L-shaped unit in the southwest cor

ner. Structure 3 includes the rooms north of the stairway in the West Range. Structure

4 includes the rooms on the north side of the court, which are broken into two units by

a portal vault near the center. Structure 5 is the pyramidal mound on the east side of

the court.

Most of the buildings in this group are now in an advanced state of ruin and Structure 2,

which was almost intact at the time of Maler's visit in 1887, has now entirely collapsed

except for a small portion of the rooms on the west side. My notes on the various struc

tures are fragmentary, but are recorded in detail below as a supplement to Maler's and

Pollock's earlier notes.



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

MAIN QUADRANGLE, STRUCTURE 1

Structure 1 appears to represent the remains of only two rooms. (See sketch plan.) It

is possible that the stairway to the west and the rooms on the upper level served by
this stairway should be considered as part of Structure 1 but this is not clear. The two

rooms are now badly fallen and I have no data, other than some details of the upper wall

zone immediately east of the stairway. (See sketches below). These details are purely
classic Chenes in character and differ from those in the facade in front of Rooms 3-6.

Passageway beneath stairway west of Structure 1 is 1.20 m wide and is covered with a

half vault. Vault measures 1.06 m from springline to bottom of capstones. Capstone

span is .55 m. Vault is faced with three courses of slab-shaped stones.

recessed

recessed 7

SECTION ELEVATION

MAIN QUADRANGLE, STRUCTURE 1 - Detail of

upper facade, North side



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

STRUCTURE 2

Structure is represented by the badly fallen remains of an L-shaped building with four

rooms. (See sketch plan). Only Room 3 is sufficiently well preserved to offer any in

terior details, while the upper facade on the west side of Room 5 provides some ex

terior details. As shown in Maler's photograph, Room 4 was entered through a wide door

way divided into five openings by means of round columns with square capitals, now com

pletely collapsed. At the time of Maler's visit to Dzehkabtun in 1887, the facades in

front of Rooms 3-6 were well preserved and his photo shows a number of large, long-
nosed masks in the upper facades. It can be noted that there are vertical rows of mat

like symbols at the edges of these masks. A portion of the upper facade at the rear of

Room 5 shows the same profile which can be seen in Maler's photo between the masks.

My data is restricted to the interior of Room 3 and the west facade of Room 5.

STRUCTURE 2 - SECTION THRU ROOM 3



SITE: DZEHKABTUN BUILDING : MAIN QUAD. STRUCTURF 2 DATE : y?Q/s
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MAIN QUADRANGLE, STRUCTURE 2 - View showing south and west wings. Maler photo



SITE: DZEJKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

STRUCTURE 2, MAIN QUADRANGLE
- Interior Details

ROOM 3

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 3.60 m

Width: 2.69 m

WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Room partly filled with debris

Thickness: Outside wall about .72 m thick

Stonework: Wall stones only roughly dressed but set in even courses. Seven courses

equal 1.90 m high

Doorjambs: Faced with small stones, similar to wall stones. Doorway .91 m wide

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Observations: Typical Chenes-type stonework

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .10 m- long walls. No offset in end walls

Height: 1.56 m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffits show medium curvature

Stonework: Eight courses of vault facing stones. Vault stones moderately well

dressed, laid in even courses

Capstones: Capstone span .66 m. Molding below capstone .12 m high

Crossbeams: Pairs of crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones below

springline. Additional crossbeams in third course below springline
- about .76 m

from ends of room. Three crossbeams (center and near ends of room) in first

course of stones below capstone molding.

Observations: This is one of rooms shown in Maler photo (1902, Fig. 20) with masks

in sloping upper facade



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

STRUCTURE 2, MAIN QUADRANGLE
- Exterior Details:

WEST FACADE, ROOM 5 (Rear)

BASE MOLDING: No data. Fallen

LOWER WALLS: No data. Fallen.

DOORWAYS: No data. Fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Two member molding
- inward sloping lower member with projecting hori

zontal member above. Inset, flattened colonnettes in groups of three in what would

normally be central member - .21 m high.

Size: Total height .54 m. Horizontal member at top -.10m high, projects .03 m

Projection: .09 m at bottom

UPPER WALL: Inward sloping upper wall. Slope = .10 m bottom to top

Height: .91 m top of medial molding to bottom of cornice

Decoration: None in place this side. Maler's photo (1902, Fig. 20) shows long-nosed
masks in upper wall of east facade

Stonework: Four courses of stones, moderately well cut. Molding stones have slab

shape

CORNICE:

Form: Same as medial molding, with probable addition of outward sloping coping
member above

Size: Lowest member .16 m high

Projection: .06 m at bottom

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Chenes-Puuc style
Observations: Details show a blend of Chenes and Puuc styles, although Chenes

traits seem to be predominate. Maler's photo of the east facade of Room 5 shows

long-nosed masks that stand between typical Chenes and Puuc examples else

where.



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

STRUCTURE 3

Structure 3 is represented by the badly fallen remains of a four room building with two
rows of rooms, one behind the other. (See sketch plan) At the time of Maler's visit to
Dzehkabtun in 1887, the upper facade in front of Room 7 was relatively well preserved
and a photo now in the archives of I.N.A.H., Mexico, shows the medial molding with a

continuous row of decorated diamonds in the central member and a plain wall above.
At the time of my visits, only a tiny piece of this molding was still in place.

Maler's photograph, and my scanty notes, indicate that Structure 3, like Structure 1, is
purely classic Chenes in character and there is some reason to believe that they are en

tirely contemporary. As with Structures 1 and 2, there is no way at present to tell if
the stairway south of Structure 3 should be considered as part of Structure 2 or 3.



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/85

STRUCTURE 4
,
MAIN QUADRANGLE

Structure 4 is represented by a long, one-story building with two ranges of rooms. The

building is divided into two parts by a high portal vault running north-south (see sketch

plan). Unfortunately, only a portion of the portal vault and Room 13 are still standing.
In spite of this, the general plan as shown is roughly correct and the existance of the
rooms on the north side has been verified.

As noted in the description of Room 13 below, the architectural details of the vault and
Room 13 are classic Puuc in character, in contrast to Structuresl, 2 and 3 which show

mostly Chenes traits.

ROOM 13 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.86 m

Width: 3.75 m

WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Room filled with debris

Stonework: Typical classic Puuc stonework. First course of stones below springline
slightly recessed, also a typical Puuc detail

Doorjambs: Full thickness of wall. .66 m deep. Doorway 1.24 m wide

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: No data

Wall Openings: No data

Observations: All stonework and details are typical for classic Puuc styles. Exterior

walls faced with medium large stones, .38 m high, .30 m wide. Room is very wide by
normal Puuc standards

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About .07 m

Height: Unknown. Vault mostly fallen

Form: Soffits with slight curvature

Stonework: Vault faced with semi-boot shaped stones, moderately well dressed

Capstones: Fallen. No data

Crossbeams: Pairs of crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones be

low springline

Observations: Typical classic Puuc vaulting



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

SSTRUCTURE 5

Structure 5 is a good sized, medium high pyramid which is situated on the east side

of the Main Quadrangle. I have no architectural data on this structure, although my
notes say that remnants of what appear to be walls on the upper level show very crude

construction technology, and may represent an earlier phase than any of the other

structures of this complex.



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

NORTHEAST QUADRANGLE:

Group consists of three low mounds bounding the north, south, and west sides of a court

yard with a low pyramidal mound on the east side. (See sketch map) Courtyard is about

25m to 28 m square.

The following features were noted:

|01) Mound on west side of courtyard has a paved ramp, with an angle of about 20"

on the court side. Adjacent to this ramp are remains of a stairway.
2) Low platform near center of courtyard.
3) Near this platform are two pieces of a broken stone sculpture, representing a

seated figure with his arms folded in front. Figure wears a loincloth. Figure
is about .56 m in diameter.

4) In front of pyramid is a pit with a broken stela at bottom. This monument is

1.36 m wide and 1.09 m high. Nearby is another carved stone which may be part
of the same stela.



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER_ C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

STRUCTURE 15 (Building with Roofcomb) - Exterior Details

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure 15 (Building with Roofcomb) is a six room, one-story
building with a high roofcomb over the central dividing wall. The north and south facades

are now much fallen since Maler's time but most of the roofcomb is still intact. Maler's

plan and section of this building was published by Pollock (1970, Fig. 49).

ORIENTATION: 195 -

perpendicular to rooms on south side

BASE MOLDING: No data. Covered with debris

LOWER WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Base molding covered with debris

Stonework: Walls faced with well cut, squarish blocks

Thickness: Dividing wall between north and south rooms about 1.07 m thick

Decoration: Pairs of long colonnettes, with spools at top, bottom and center,

adjacent to doorways

DOORWAYS: Fallen. No data. Maler (1902) says that doorway of central room on north

side had three openings, with two round columns centered in wide doorway

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding in place on south facade

Size: .23 m high

Projection: .08 m projection at bottom. Upper wall steps back .22 m from upper face

of molding

Comments: I cannot reconcile my notes and photos regarding the medial molding on

the south facade with Maler's photo and Pollock's sketch drawing of this molding. My
notes and photographs show clearly that there is a small portion of the medial molding
in place which projects out about .08 m at the bottom, and the wall above steps back

.22 m from the outer face at the top. My notes also say that this molding is set just
below the springline of the vault of the room behind, which is the normal position for

moldings of this kind in classic Puuc buildings. Pollock (1970, Fig. 50) shows a com

plex, multimember medial molding and Maler's photograph appears to show the same

thing.

UPPER WALL:

Height: Unknown. Mostly fallen

Decoration: Maler's photograph (1902, Fig. 21), shows a number of projecting stones
in the upper wall zone of the south facade and he believed these were used to support
stucco sculptures. He also noted traces of red paint on this facade

Stonework: Mostly fallen, but few remaining facing stones are well cut squarish blocks

Other: Maler (1902) said he found a nose from a mask in the debris in front of the cen

tral room, north side

(continued)



SITE: DSEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/1985

-Page 2

STRUCTURE 15 (Building with Roofcomb)
- Exterior Details (continued)

CORNICE: Fallen. No data

ROOF STRUCTURE:

Location: Over central dividing wall

Description: High, single wall roofcomb with vertical slots at several levels. (See

section and restored elevations

Dimensions: .96 m thick at base. Upper section steps back 2.13 m
-

top of roof to

bottom of first horizontal molding

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Chenes-Puuc style
Observations: In a preliminary review of the architecture at Dzehkabtun (Andrews,
1985) I classified this building as Chenes-Puuc in style and am still inclined to this

view. Virtually all of the features described above seem classic Puuc in origin, ex

cept for the stucco sculptures supported on projecting stones in the upper wall of

the south facade, which is a classic Chenes trait. Unfortunately, the south facade

is now almost totally destroyed and only large scale excavation would reveal further

details.



SITE: DZEHKABTUN BUILDING : STRUCTURE 15 DATE : 3/29/85

STRUCTURE 15 - PLAN



SITE DZEHKABTUN BUILDING STRUCTURE 15 DATE 3/29/85

STRUCTURE 15 (Building Mith Roofcomb)

SOUTH FACADE (Restored)
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SITE DZEHKABTUN BUILDING STRUCTURE 15 DATE 3/29/85
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SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/85

STRUCTURE 15 (Building with Roofcomb)

ROOM 2 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.25 m

Width: 3.34 m at doorway

WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Room partly filled with debris

Thickness: Outside wall .76 m thick

Stonework: Wall facing stones moderately well cut-and-dressed. Set in even cour

ses. Stones .15 m to .25 m high

Doorjambs: Fallen. No data

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

VAULTS:

Springline Offset .07 m end walls. .06 m long walls

Height: 1.57 m springline to bottom of capstone

Form: Soffits very rounded (See section)

Stonework: Eight courses including .15 m high course just below capstone molding.
Vault stones moderately well dressed, set in slightly irregular courses

Capstones: Capstone span about .50 m. Molding stones below capstone tipped down

ward. Capstone molding .11 m high

Crossbeams: Pairs of crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones below

springline. Additional crossbeams in fourth course below capstone molding, about
1 m from end walls



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 3/29/85

STRUCTURE 1 5 (Building with Roofcomb)

ROOM 3 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.43 m

Width: 3.26 m at left end

WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Room partly filled with debris

Thickness: Front wall .76 m thick

Stonework: Same as Room 2

Doorjambs: Fallen. No data

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: No data

Wall Openings: None

Observations: Right end wall and front wall collapsed. Minimum data

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .06 m long walls. .037 end walls

Height: 1.52 m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffits very rounded

Stonework: Eight courses of vault stones, including course .14 m high just be

low capstone molding

Capstones: Capstone molding .11m high

Crossbeams: Same as in Room 2

Notes: Room 1 now mostly fallen. Details of walls and vaults same as for Rooms

2 and 3.

Rooms 4, 5 and 6 mostly collapsed and no detailed data available. Remains of

painted glyphs and figures on back wall of Room 5 near west end. Colors include

black, red and orange. Just below springline of vault there is an orange band, and

about .25 m below this is a narrow band of orange and blue. Just below this is a

second band with porting of feathered headdress above drawn in red lines. Be

tween the two lower bands are remains of glyphs drawn in black, too destroyed
to make out pattern.



SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER C/Dl DATE 6/14/1981

SOUTH GROUP

This group is situated several hundred meters south, and slightly west, of Structure 15

(Building with Roofcomb) and seems to mark the southern boundary of the site. The

group is bounded on the north by a long, five-room building (Structure 1) and there are

a series of platforms and mounds to the south. A medium sized pyramid appears to ter
minate the group at the south side. My notes on this group are only cursory since the
area was much overgrown and our examination was limited to Structure 1. I included

a preliminary report on this group in my earlier study of Chenes-Puuc architecture

(Andrews, 1985) and can add little to this earlier study.

STRUCTURE 1

Structure 1 is a long, multi-chambered building which appears to have had five rooms in

a single line. It is now much fallen and only small portions of the lower walls are still in

place. Since I have no new data on this structure, I am including my earlier description
in its' entirety:

"Structure 1 is represented by the badly fallen remains of a long five-room build

ing (Fig. 61). A portion of the rear wall is still standing to the height of the med

ial molding but the vaults and other walls have now almost entirely collapsed. The

base molding below the rear wall has three members, and the central member is

filled with continuous short colonnettes. The wall above is faced with small, squar
ish blocks fairly deeply tenonned into the hearting. The base molding below the

front wall shows the same details as the molding in the rear. The most interesting
detail now visible in this building occurs at a point where the crosswall between the

two rooms at the right end joins the front wall. At this point, there are two three-

quarter round columns with a recess between. The columns include a rectangular

molding at the bottom and the base molding below is recessed to match the shape
of the columns above. It can also be noted that there are spools in the central mem

ber of the base molding just below the columns, with half-round colonnettes ad

jacent."

"Comment: With the exception of the base molding, all of the details of Structure

1 as presently exposed seem purely Chenes in character. The "corner" columns in

the main facade, which are formed with small stones, are virtually identical to a

pair of similar columns in the main facade of Structure Al at Dzibilnocac. In both

cases, the pair of columns, with a deep recess between, would have the effect of

creating a three-part facade even though the adjacent wall surfaces are on the

same plane. Three-part facades are widespread in both the Chenes and Rio Bee

regions but I know of no example of a similar three-part facade at any classic Puuc

site. The masonry also seems more Chenes than Puuc since the walls of classic

Chenes buildings employ rather small square blocks deeply tenonned into the heart

ing while the facing stones in typical classic Puuc buildings are generally larger,
more irregular in size and shape, and somewhat thinner."



SITE: DZEHKABTUN BUILDING: SOUTH GROUP. STR. 1 DATE: V29/85

Dzehkabtun. Structure 1. South Group. Plan

SOUTH GROUP, STRUCTURE 1 - Detail of "corner" columns
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SITE: DZEHKABTUN NUMBER: DATE: 2/25/1987

GENERAL NOTES: Dzehkabtun is clearly a very large site and we noted mounds, several

of considerable size, in all directions from the Main Quadrangle. Saw one good sized

platform with remains of building on top several hundred meters north of Main

Quadrangle (north of access road). Low hills to east and south of Main Quadrangle

have been extensively terraced and there are numerous mounds on these terraces. The

level space between hills is dotted with medium sized mounds and smaller platforms,

now obscured with zacate. As far as we could tell, there are no standing buildings in

those outlying groups other than those described in my earlier report (Andrews, 1985).

It would take a major mapping project, extending over several seasons to make a

detailed map of the site.

SPECIAL NOTE: We were unable to relocate the large column altar with hieroglyphic

inscriptions seen several years ago by Nicholas Dunning.

NOTES ON NORTHEAST QUADRANGLE: This quadrangle is situated a short distance

northeast of the Main Quadrangle (see sketch map). It consists of four structures

arranged around a level courtyard which has a low platform near the center. The

courtyard measures about 30 meters from east to west and slightly less from north to

south.

The east side of the court is bounded by a low, pyramidal structure with a

platform on top. Platform shows a vertical wall faced with roughly dressed blocks.

On top of platform was a small building (probably with only one room) as indicated by

moderately well-cut wall stones and vault stones in debris. On west side of court is a

low platform with ramped surfaces on east and west sides. Lack of debris on top

indicates that this was only a platform. The north and south sides of the court are

bounded by low mounds, which appear to represent the remains of fallen buildings.

Near the center of the court is a low platform and adjacent to platform are three

large sculptured stones which seem to be parts of a large seated figure (see photos

and sketches). We also noted a sculptured stone near seated figure which appears to

be an eyebrow from a Puuc-type Chac mask. In a looter's hole about five meters

from broken figure is a portion of a broken stela. This monument has glyph blocks on

sides as well as glyph panels on face and part of a sculptured figure. (See Nick

Dunning drawings and dimensions of this stela).

NOTES ON SnTlUCTURES NORTH OF MAIN QUADRANGLE: North of the Main Quadrangle



(at bearing of 12 degrees magnetic) is a good sized pyramid with remains of a vaulted

masonry building near its base at the southeast corner. The pyramid itself, whose

outer surface has been stripped off, appears to be a solid mass of rubble masonry with

a relatively flat top. There is no indication of a building at the summit although I

noted one large stone of the kind normally used in doorjambs.

There is a good sized plaza on the east side of this pyramid which is bounded on

the east by three large pyramidal mounds, with a small space between the southern

mound and the two northern mounds, which seem to form a single large structure. On

the south side of plaza is a low mound which appears to be the remains of a vaulted

masonry building.

I also noted a very long, low mound (platform ?) running north from the Main

Quadrangle which begins a short distance north of the vaulted passageway on the north

side of the quadrangle. This long, low mound is relatively flat and lack of debris on

top suggests that it might actually have been a sacbe.
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SITE DZTRILNOnAr! NUMBER C/D2 DATE 3/t n qm

BACKGROUND: John Lloyd Stephens (1843) was the first person to report on this site.

Stephens was accompanied by Fredrick Catherwood, who made a rather unsatisfactory
(for him) drawing of the large pyramid-palace structure which is now known as Struc

ture A-1. Maler visited the site in 1887 but did not publish his own notes and photo

graphs. Seler (1916) published a more detailed description of Structure A-1 and included

several of Maler's photographs. Pollock and Roberts visited the site in 1936 and Pollock

(1970) later published a review of the architecture at Dzibilnocac and included a sketch

map made by Brainerd and Ruppert. Brainerd and Rupper (Brainerd, 1949, 1951, 1958)
tested the site for ceramaics and included some additional data on architecture. Robina

(1956) visited the site during the time he was working at Hochob and published some ad

ditional drawings of Structure A-1, as well as a sketch map.

In 1968 and 1969, the New World Archaeological Foundation carried out an extensive pro

gram of investigations at Dzibilnocac and Nelson (1973) published a full account of their

study. While the N.W.A.F. study emphasized ceramics, some additional architectural

data was included, together with a new map which was drawn by Nelson after a survey

by Eduardo Martinez E. of the National Institute of Anthropology and History, Mexico.

Most recently, Ramon Carasco, staff archaeologist of the Centro Regional del Sureste,

I.N.A.H., excavated and consolidated the eastern end of Structure A-1 (Carrasco, 1984,
1985) which led to several important discoveries (See below). I have visited the site on

several occasions, starting in 1969,, any my data refers almost entirely to Structure A-1.

SITUATION: The site is situated on the eastern edge of the modern village of Iturbide

and the western edge of the site is actually within the boundaries of the village.

TOPOGRAPHY: As noted by Nelson (1973) the site is on a flat plain which rises slight

ly on its eastern edge where limestone outcrops rise about 4 m above the plain.

WATER SUPPLY: Nelson (1973) located nineteen shallow wells within the site as well

as three chultunes of the water-storage type and three aguadas. According to Nelson,

the aguadas are very small and do not hold water during the dry season, thus reducing
their importance as a year-round source of water for the ancient inhabitants of the site.

SIZE: As noted above, the Nelson-Martinez map covers an area of about 1.25 square

kilometers within which some^structures are shown. Nelson (1973) reports that the

site continues west of the village of Iturbide although the mounds are less frequent, >,<

none are as large as those east of the village. [On the basis of our present knowledge,
Dzibilnocac appears to be the largest site in the Chenes archaeological region and

compares favorably in size with large and important sites in the Puuc region to the north

such as Kabah and Sayil. 1

(continued)
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Page 2

CIVIC PLAN: Nelson's map shows that most of the largest structures are concentrated

near the center of the site in the areas marked A, B, C, and D. Outside of these areas,

the density of structures drops off although there are good sized pyramidal mounds in

areas E, J, and F. Unlike Santa Rosa Xtampak, where there are several tightly organ

ized quadrangular groups, the larger structures at Dzibilnocac are more scattered, al

though all structures are consistently oriented a few degrees east of magnetic north.

COMMENTS: Carrasco (1985) commented briefly on his excavation and consolidation

of the eastern end of Structure A-1 and demonstrated clearly that the three pyramid-

temples represent later additions to an earlier one-story, range type building, and his

excavation of the eastern pyramid-temple and adjacent rooms showed that the upper

temple could be reached by means of stairways on three sides. This latter detail was

an important discovery since Nelson (1973) and others had speculated that only the cen

tral pyramid-temple included stairways.



SITE DZIBILNOCAC NUMBER C/D2 DATE 3/1/1983

STRUCTURE A-1 (Pyramid-Palace Complex)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure A-1 is composed of four basic parts: 1) a long,

range-type building with ten rooms (See plan), and 2) three pyramid-temple struc

tures which are superimposed over the one-story rooms below. The latter are found

at the east and west ends and at the center of the lower level rooms. In a recent paper

(Andrews, 1985) I used the term pyramid-palace to describe Structure A-1, as well as

similar structures at Hochob, Tabasqueno, and Xkichmook. The pyramid-temple at the

east end and the two adjacent rooms on the lower level have recently been excavated

and consolidated by Ramon Carrasco, staff archaeologist at the Centro Regional de

Yucatan, I.N.A.H. but the balance is still little more than a huge pile of debris. In spite
of this, the general plan configuration is now clearly established and it is likely that the

western rooms and the central and western pyramid-temples duplicate most of the fea

tures uncovered during the excavation of the eastern pyramid-temple and eastern rooms.

For purposes of discussion, I am treating the lower level rooms and pyramid-temples

separately, and have assigned arbitrary numbers to the rooms in the upper temple build

ings and to the lower level rooms. The three temple buildings include Rooms 1-6 and

the lower level includes Rooms 7-16.

DETAIL OF "CORNER" COLUMNS

MAIN FACADE



SITE DZIBILNOCAC NUMBER C/D2 DATE 3/1/1983

STRUCTURE A-1, EAST PYRAMID

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The East Pyramid, which serves as the supporting base for

the East Temple, is a roughly square pyramid with rounded corners which rises to a height
of about 7.07 m in five or six levels. There are broad, projecting stairways on the north,
south and east sides which gave access to the upper level temple building. The pyramid,
and the lower level rooms to the west, stand on a low platform 1.77 m high. A very

broad stairway on the north side (now exposed only at its eastern end) provided access

to the top of the platform, and there is a smaller projecting stairway on the south side

of the platform. (See plan)

Prior to its recent excavation, there was some question as to whether the pyramid had

any stairways (Nelson, 1973) and Nelson's plan (1973, Fig. 10) showed a stepped pyramid
with square corners. Nelson (ibid) and others had correctly surmised that the pyramid-

temples were secondary superimpositions over the lower level rooms but this was not

demonstrated until Carrasco's recent excavations. These excavations showed that the

facades of Rooms 7 and continue on past the point where they intersect with the super

imposed pyramid and Rooms 7 and extend at least two meters below the base of the

pyramid. While the construction sequence is now clear, there is still no way of knowing

exactly how much time elapsed between the two construction phases.

FORM: While only the lower portions of the stepped pyramid are still intact, the remain

ing sections show that the pyramid rose in a series of battered, overhanging steps with

rounded corners. (See section). The lowest level, which stands on a projecting base about

.22 m high, is about 1.22 m high and slopes back about .38 m from bottom to top. The

face of the level above overhangs the lower face about .06 m. The sloping faces of the

pyramid are plain and there are no moldings, other than the base molding at the top of

the supporting platform. Since the outer face of the stepped pyramid has been stripped
off above the first level, there is no way of knowing if the upper portions of the pyramid

repeated the profile of the lower section.

STAIRWAYS: Three broad stairways on the north, south, and east sides of the pyramid

gave ready access to the upper level temple; those on the north and south sides are nar

rower than the eastern stair. There are no ramps adjacent to the stairways, a common

practice elsewhere in the Chenes region, and the remaining steps have treads about .30 m

deep and risers .43m to .48 m high, making a steep, but very usable stairway. The stair

way on the south side has a three member base molding about .60 m high along the east

and west sides.

DECORATION: As noted above, the sloping faces of the stepped pyramid carry no dec

oration but the west face of the uppermost level, where it meets the roof of the rooms

below, does show remains of stone sculpture. (See photos). The face of this sculptured

section is about 1.47 m west of the face of the temple building above.

COMMENTS: The central and west pyramid-temples have now almost entirely collapsed

and a local informant said that the outer walls of the central temple were destroyed dur

ing a hurricane about twenty-seven years ago. My notes say that Room 5 of the West

Temple measured 2.84 m in length, which is the same as Room 2 of the East Temple,

suggesting that these two buildings were identical. The central temple appears to have

been wider (Nelson, 1973) but I have no data on this.



SITE DZIBILNOCAC NUMBER C/D2 DATE 3/1/1983

STRUCTURE A-1, EAST PYRAMID-TEMPLE

TEMPLE BUILDING, UPPER LEVEL - Exterior Details

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two room temple-type building with doorways on north and

south sides. North and south facades mostly fallen but east and west facades well preserv
ed. Stacked, long-nosed corner masks at all corners and large zoomorphic masks surround

ing "false doorways" on east and west sides and probably around doorways on north and

south sides. Remains of roofcomb over central dividing wall

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding. Corners below masks rounded

Size: .15 m high

LOWER WALLS:

Height: 2.89 m top of base to bottom of upper masks

Decoration: Stacks of three, long-nosed masks at each corner, set at 45 to corners.

Large zoomorphic masks around "false doorways" on east and west sides. Most of out

er walls between corner masks on north and south sides now fallen but assume these

carried large masks, similar to those on east and west sides.

DOORWAYS: Doorways on north and south sides now mostly fallen. "False doorways" on

east and west sides, represented by recesses, 2.30 m high, 1.44 m wide and .11m deep

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Faced with small stones, similar to wall stones

Lintel: Fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING: No medial molding, but masks in upper wall zone project out several
centimeters at point where medial molding would normally occur

UPPER WALL:

Height: Unknown. Upper portion fallen

Decoration: Large long-nosed masks at all four corners, with upper portions zoomor

phic masks between. Upper masks now mostly fallen but appear to differ in design
from those immediately below

Stonework: Same as in lower walls

Other: Corner masks in upper wall zone differ in design from those below

CORNICE: None visible. Masks at sides and at corners appear to have continued up to roof

level. There may have been a horizontal molding at the roof level but not certain

ROOF STRUCTURE:

Location: Over central dividing wall

Description: Ruz (1945) and Nelson (1973) both report traces of roofcomb over cen

tral wall but give no details. Probably similar to those at Hochob and Tabasqueno

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Chenes style
Observations: See Seler (1916), Robina (1956), Pollock (1970), Nelson (1973) and Gen-

drop (1985) for detailed descriptions of masks. Large zoomorphic masks surrounding
"false" doorways on east and west side are almost identical in design and execution.

All writers, including myself, believe that there were other large zoomorphic masks

around the doorways to Rooms 1 & 2, although these have entirely collapsed.
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SITE DZIBILNOCAC BUILDING Structure A-1
DATE 1978

East Tower - View looking northeast
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SITE DZIBILNOCAC NUMBER C/D2 DATE 3/2/1983

STRUCTURE A-1, EAST PYRAMID-TEMPLE

EAST TEMPLE, ROOM 1 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 2.99 m

Width: 1.95 m, at doorway

WALLS:

Height: 2.61 m floor to springline

Thickness: North wall, .63 m thick at doorjamb

Stonework: Ten courses of stone in walls. Small, squarish blocks, moderately
well dressed

Doorways: Doorway 1.22 m wide. Jambs faced with small stones, similar to wall

stones. Lintel fallen

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: Small, finger-type cordholders on both sides of doorway

Rings: No data

Wall Openings: None

Observations: Typical Chenes stonework in walls

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .037 m long walls. No offset in end walls

Height: About 1.37 m springline to bottom of capstones

Form: Soffits with straight sides

Stonework: Slab to wedge-shaped vault stones, set in even courses. Some spawl
between courses

Capstones: No data

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones below

springline

Observations: Typical Classic Chenes vault

NOTES:

Room 2 partly fallen. Length
- 2.85 m, width 1.72 m. All remaining details similar

to those of Room 1



SITE DZIBILNOCAC NUMBER C/D2 DATE 3/1/1983

STRUCTURE A-1, LOWER LEVEL

ROOM 7 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 8.97 m

Width: 2.28 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.70 m, f loor to springline

Thickness: Outside wall .90 m thick. Dividing wall to Room 1.44 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with small blocks, only moderately well cut-and-dressed

Doorways: Doorway 1.38 m wide. Jambs faced with small stones, similar to wall

stones

Rod Sockets: Small, finger-type cordholders on both sides of doorway. Large cord-

holder in east end wall, vertical

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Observations: No benches or platforms

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: No real offset. Assume plaster molding at springline as is

common in Chenes buildings

Height: 1.42 m springline to bottom of molding below capstones

Form: Soffits with straight sides

Stonework: Eight courses of vault stones. Slab to wedge shaped in section.

Faces cut to slope of vault

Capstones: Capstone span about .33 m. Molding below capstones .12 m high.
Face with inward slope

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room at springline

Observations: Typical Chenes vaulting



SITE DZIBILNOCAC NUMBER C/D2 DATE 3/1/1983

STRUCTURE A-1, LOWER LEVEL

NORTH SIDE, ROOMS 7 and 8 - Exterior Details

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Room 7 (and room 16) excavated and consolidated in 1982. Ex

cavations show that Room 7 marked the east end of one story building with ten rooms.

Northeast corner, later covered by superimposed pyramid-temple, had three-quarter round
corner column in lower wall and outset panel at corner of upper wall as is typical for clas
sic Chenes architecture. Possibility of doorway column(s) in north wall of Room 8 as there

are several column shafts in debris in front of this room

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Three members. Rectangular lower and upper members. Flattened colonnettes

in groups of three in central member. Plain areas between

Size: Total height .74 m. Upper member .20 m high, central member .35 m high

LOWER WALLS:

Height: 2.45 m top of base to bottom of medial molding

Stonework: Nine courses of wall stones. Small to medium sized squarish blocks, mod

erately well cut-and-dressed

Thickness: North wall, .90 m thick at doorjamb

Decoration: Pair of large, 3/4 round columns in front of dividing wall between Rooms

7 and 8. Recess between columns about .49 m wide. Rectangular molding at bottom

of column shaft. (See. detail)

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: Faced with small stones, similar to wall stones

Lintel: No data. Fallen

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Two members. Large, outward sloping member at bottom with rectangular
member above

Size: Total height .56 m

Projection: .23 m at bottom

UPPER WALL:

Height: Unknown. Upper portion fallen

Decoration: None in place

Stonework: Same as lower walls

CORNICE:
Fallen, but assume same as medial molding with addition of outward sloping

coping member

ROOF STRUCTURE: See data on East Temple

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Chenes style
Observations: In an earlier paper (Andrews,1985), I commented briefly on the fact that

the pair of columns with recess between is almost identical to a similar detail in the main

facade of Structure 1, South Group at Dzehkabtun. While the faces of the adjacent fa

cades are on the same plane, the columns and deep recess create a three-part facade,

which is a very typical Chenes architectural feature



SITE DZIBILNOCAC NUMBER C/D2 DATE 3/1/1983

STRUCTURE A-1, LOWER LEVEL

ROOM 14 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.07 m

Width: 2.0 m

WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Room partly filled with debris

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 15-1.11 m thick

Stonework: Same as in other rooms. Walls faced with squarish blocks, deeply
tenonned into hearting

Doorways: Doorjamb is fallen. No data

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: No data

Wall Openings: None observed

Observations: Room badly damaged by local inhabitants

VAULTS:

Springlilne Offset: .075 m
-

long walls. No offset in end wall

Height:

Form: Soffits with straight sides

Stonework: Same as in other rooms

Capstones: Painted capstone, now removed, in center of room. See Nelson

(1973, Fig. 11). Molding below capstone .14 m high, .037 m offset

Crossbeams:

Other: .56 m top of capstones to floor of room above

Observations: Red and green horizontal bands on vault face about .60 m below

capstone molding. Traces of blue paint above.

NOTES: No architectural data from Rooms 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 15



SITE_ DZIBILNOCAC NUMBER C/D2 DATE 3/1/1983

STRUCTURE A-!, LOWER LEVEL

ROOM 16 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 8.97 m

Width: 2.04 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.85 m floor to springline

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 7 - 1.44 m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with small, squarish blocks

Doorways: Doorway 1.39 m wide. Jambs faced with small stones, similar to

wall stones

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None visible

Observations: Large bench in east and west ends - .58 m high, 1.72 m deep.

Rectangular moldings top and bottom

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: No offset at springline or in end walls

Height: About 1.40 m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffits with straight sides

Stonework: Vault stones slab to wedge-shaped. Eight courses

Capstones: Capstone span about .37 m. Molding below capstone .12 m high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room at springline

Observations: Vaulting same as in Room 7
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NUMBER

c/m DATE
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BACKGROUND: The ruins were first reported by Maler (1895, p.251) who described and

photographed two buildings which he called the Palace and the Temple. Pollock (1970, p.
22-25) also described these same two buildings but neither he nor Maler included any plans
of either building. I visited the site in March of 1985 and my notes refer to the same build

ings described by Maler and Pollock but I was able to obtain sufficient architectural data

to make sketch plans, sections, and elevations of both buildings. I included facade drawings
of both the Palace and Temple in my recent article on Chenes-Puuc architecture, based on

earlier photos by Maler and Pollock (Andrews, 1985) but have made new drawings following

my recent visit.

SITUATION: The ruins are situated about nine kilometers southwest of the village of Kom

chen. (7 km by dirt road plus 2.5 km on trail)

TOPOGRAPHY: The terrain surrounding the site is relatively level but the ruins are situ

ated on a low rise of ground which has been terraced into two main levels.

WATER SUPPLY: One chultun noted in main platform about 13m south of Structure 2 and

I expect there are others which we did not see.

MAPS: See sketch map included with this report.

SIZE: Appears to be a small site and we noted the remains of only five different structures.

CIVIC PLAN: Structures 1-5 stand on a medium high terrace and there is an additional

terrace to the north at a lower elevation. Structures 1 and 2 (Palace and Temple) face

onto a small court while Structure 3 is oriented to the west. The ground drops off at the

south end of the Palace where there are remnants of one or more rooms on a lower level

facing south.

COMMENTS: While Structure 1 appears to be in about the same condition as when seen

by Maler and Pollock, the northeast wing of the Palace has now collapsed and the facade

with the stepped-frets photographed by Maler has now fallen. From the top of Structure

3, a low hill about one and one-half kilometers north of the site can easily be seen with

the remains of several good sized mounds on top. For purposes of identification I have

called this site "Unnamed Site I".
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SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER c/3 DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure 1, called the Palace by Maler and Pollock, is a good
sized building with fourteen rooms. A broad stairway, now completely collapsed, can be

found on the east side between Rooms 3 and 4. (See plan). Unfortunately, Structure 1

is near the point of complete collapse and it is not clear if there was one or more rooms

on an upper level at the top of the stairway. The east facade of Room 6, shown in Maler's

photo (1902, Fig. ), has now fallen. My notes say that there were additional rooms at a

lower level just south of Rooms 12, 13 and 14, but I have no data on these rooms, which

are now collapsed.

ORIENTATION: 100 degrees magnetic, perpendicular to Room 4

ROOMS 4 and 6 - Exterior Details

BASE MOLDING: No data. Covered with debris

LOWER WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Covered with debris to height of .60 m to .90 m

Stonework: Large facing stones, moderately well cut

Thickness: .77 m thick, outside wall at doorjamb

Decoration: Large plain colonnettes both sides of doorway to Room 4 -

eight
each side. Eight columns equal 1.93 m including doorjamb. Two long colonnet
tes to left of doorway to Room 6. East facade of Room 6, with stepped-fret
decoration shown in Maler's photo, now fallen.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular. Doorjambs .25 m wide

Jambs: Full thickness of wall

Lintel: Collapsed. No data but probably made of wood

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: No real medial molding. Upper wall projects about .35 m beyond lower

wall and slopes back to bottom of cornice

UPPER WALL:

Height: 1.14 m to bottom of cornice

Decoration: Projecting panel, or decorative elements, above doorway. Project

ing stones .22 m high, .05 m wide. Recess at top of main wall .075 m high

Stonework: Small blocks, deeply tenonned into hearting

Other: There appears to be a geometric pattern of projecting stones in upper wall,

including those above doorway, but overall pattern unknown

(continued)



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/26/1985

-Page 2

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE) continued

ROOMS 4 and 6 - Exterior Details

CORNICE:

Form: 5 member cornice molding

Size: Lower apron type member made with two pieces of stone, .48 m high total.
Horizontal member above .11m high, .05 m projection. Guilloche design above

horizontal member, about .22 m high. Horizontal member above .08 m high, .05 m

projection. Outward sloping coping member above. Total height, bottom of low

est member to top of guilloche .81 m

ROOF STRUCTURE: None noted

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Earlier (Andrews, 1985) I presented a preliminary review

of the stylistic attributes of Structure 1
,
based entirely on the Maler and Pollock des

criptions, and suggested that Structure 1 could be classified as Chenes-Puuc in style.

Following my recent visit to Dzibiltun, I am still inclined to this view although Struc

ture 1 now strikes me as predominantly Chenes in character, with only minor Puuc

straits. Actually, this building is not typical of the Chenes architectural style since

complex, five-member moldings as found on both Structures 1 and 2 are not found else

where.



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOM 9, WEST FACADE - Exterior Details

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Covered with debris. No data

LOWER WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Base molding covered

Stonework: Faced with small fairly well dressed blocks, .20 m to 25 m wide,

.17 to .30 m high

Thickness: West wall - .77 m thick

Decoration: None visible. Most of lower portion of wall collapsed

DOORWAYS:

Collapsed. No data

Medial molding:

Form: Appears to be single member medial molding. Face has considerable in

ward slope

Size: .20 m high on face

Projection: .23 m at bottom

UPPER WALL:

Height: .71m top of medial molding to bottom of very large cornice

Decoration: None visible in remaining upper wall zone.

Stonework: Small blocks, same as in walls. Well cut

Other: Upper wall has slight inward slope

CORNICE:

Form: Very large cornice with five members. Apron type lower member, two

pieces of stone. Total height about .48 m. Rectangular member above about
.10 m high

Dimensions: Lowest member projects about .06 m to .07 m at bottom. Vertical

member above with combination of X shapes and large guilloche, about .25 m

high. Small rectangular member above about .07 m high
- .06 m projection.

Outward sloping coping member above. Total height 1.11m to 1.13 m.

Other: Note that profile of upper wall differs from those in front of Rooms 4 & 6

and 10 and 11, neither of which has medial moldings

ROOF STRUCTURE: None visible

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: See notes for Rooms 4 and 6



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOMS 10 and 11 - Exterior Details

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Multi-member molding with apron-type member at top, similar to upper

molding of Structure 2

Size: Outward sloping member at top, 18 m high. Member below, with vertical

face, .12 m high. Lower portion buried in debris

LOWER WALLS:

Height: 2.38 m top of base to bottom of projecting upper wall

Stonework: Large facing stones well cut-and-dressed. Lowest course .53 m high.
Two upper courses only .17 m high. Eight courses total

Thickness: Exterior wall of Room 10, .81 m thick

Decoration: Long colonnettes, about .17 m in diameter, adjacent to doorway to

Room 10

DOORWAYS: Fallen. No data

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: No real medial molding. Entire upper wall projects out beyone lower wall

Projection: .30 m at bottom

UPPER WALL:

Height: 1.09 m on slope

Decoration: None

Other: Upper wall mostly fallen

CORNICE:

Form: Complex five member molding, similar to those on east and west sides.

Guilloche design in central member

Size: Two lowest members .55 m high

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: See notes for Rooms 4 and 6

Observations: Facade treatment similar to other parts of building but dimen

sions differ
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SITE n7.nin.TTTM NUMBER r/m DATE

STRUCTURE 1 (Palace)

ROOM 2 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.18m.

Width: 2.47m.

WALLS:

Height: About 2.13m.

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 1 = 1.165m thick.

Doorway: 1.24m wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: No data.

Wall Openings: Niche in back wall, .24m below springline. Niche is .53m wide,
,25m high, .30m deep. Niche in left end wall, .22m below springline. Niche is

.42m wide, .30m high, .31m deep.

Platforms: No data -

room partly filled with debris.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .0375m.

Height: 1.60m -

springline to bottom of molding below capstones.

Form: Vault soffits with straight sides.

Stonework: 9 courses of vault facing stones. These are rectangular blocks tip

ped down.

Capstones: Capstone span = .54m. Molding below capstones
= .10m high.

Crossbeams: Pairs of crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones

below springline.

Observations: Typical classic Chenes vaulting.



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOM 4 -

Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 6.41 m

Width: 2.66 m

WALLS:

Height: 1.90 m springline to top of step to rear room. Step about .30 m high, pro
jects out .06 m

Thickness: Outside wall .78 m thick

Stonework: 8 courses in wall, very roughly dressed. Lowest course .46 m high

Doorways: Exterior doorway with full width jamb stones. Doorjambs to rear room
formed with wall stones. Doorway to rear room 1.72 m wide

Rod Sockets: None visible

Cordholders: Finger type cordholders high and low, adjacent to exterior doorway

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Observations: Large looter's hole in left end wall next to stair. Room wide by normal

Chenes standards. Dividing wall to rear room very thick

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .11 m

Height: 1.42 m springline to bottom capstone molding. Capstone molding about

.15 m high

Form: Very slight curvature.

Note: Vault over doorway to rear room is recessed. See section

Stonework: Moderately well cut vault stones, laid in even courses

Capstones: Capstone span about .68 m

Crossbeams: Crossties near end room, first course of stone below springline.
Small crossties in vault at bottom of first course of stones below capstone mold

ing, about 1.35 m to center from end walls.

Other: Small offsets at springline in end walls, .05 m ()

Observations: Recess in vault above door to rear room is stepped and has same

form, more or less, as stepped vault in Room 9. See section. Painted capstone in

center of room



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOM 5 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 6.23 m

Width: 2.59 m

WALLS:

Height: 1.93 floor to springline. 2.10 m to bottom of lintel

Thickness: Dividing wall .91m thick

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed, medium size blocks. Eight courses

Doorways: Doorjamb faced with small stones, same as walls. Doorway 1.75 m wide

Rod Sockets: None visible

Cordholders: Very small finger-type cordholder set at intersection of bottom of

lintel and recess of vault - 45 degree angle

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None

Observations: Recess over doorway similar to front room except offset is .50 m high,
.50 m to doorjamb. Single sloping face above

- about .66 m on slope. See section.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .08 m

Height: 1.42 m springline to bottom of molding below capstone. Capstone mold

ing .20 m high

Form: Straight sides

Stonework: Vaults faced with slabs. Outer face cut to slope of vault

Capstones: About .60 m

Crossbeams: Near bottom of first springline course
- .35 m to center from end wall,

1.05 m to center of second. Crossbeams about .10 m diameter

Other: Large looter's hole in floor

Observations: Offset in vault similar to offsets seen in Structure 1 at Xkichmook



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOM 6

DIMENSIONS:

Length: About 4.86 m

Width: 3.72 m

WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Room filled with debris

Thickness: .80 m
- Exterior wall, front

Stonework:

Doorway: Jambs full thickness of wall of exterior doorway. Above doorway to Room

7 is a void space .14 m high, .22 m wide, and 1.6 m long where a wooden beam was

once buried

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Observations: Additional wall, parallel to back wall, about .46 m in front of rear

wall. At midpoint, there is a projecting molding, .17 m high, at top of wall. Room

exceptionally wide by normal Chenes standards

VAULTS:

Springline Offset:

Height: 1.44 m springline to bottom of molding below capstones

Form: Soffits with straight sides

Stonework: No data

Capstones: Molding below capstones .20 m high

Crossbeams: No data



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOM 7 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: About 4.5 m

Width: 2.41 m

WALLS:

Height: Unknown. Room filled with debris

Thickness: .55 m, dividing wall to Room 6

Stonework: Same as Rooms 4 and 5

Doorjambs: Formed with small stones, similar to wall facing stones

Observations: See notes for Room 6 for data on buried beam above doorway

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: No data

Height: 1.60 m springline to bottom of capstones

Form: Soffits with straight sides

Stonework: No data

Capstones: No data

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones

below springline



SITE
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NUMBER c/m
DATE

mmm

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOM 8 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: Unknown. Outer wall fallen

Width: 2.94 m at widest point

WALLS:

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 9 .50 m thick

Observations: Offset in long wall near south end wall. Offset .63 m deep, .39 m

wide

VAULTS: No data



SITE
DZIBILTUN

NUMBER
3/26/1 985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOM 9 -

Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: Room at least 8.92 m long

Width: 2.47 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.35 m floor to sspringline ()

Thickness: .77 m

Stonework: Wall stones deeply tenonned into hearting
- .25 m to .27 m

Doorways: Fallen. No data

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: Medium sized finger type cordholder outside wall near left end
room

- .71 m to center from springline

Rings: None

Wall Openings: None visible

Observations: Walls thicker than is typical for classic Puuc buildings. Possible

construction joint back wall about 1.5 m to 1.6 m from left end. Looter's hole in

floor.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Varies .07 m to .10 m. Part of room to right has springline at
lower level. Left portion of room with springline .46 m higher.

Height: Springline to bottom of capstone molding, main portion 1.37 m

Form: Vault has straight sides. Note that vault with higher springline has two

steps and is asymmetrical. Two steps, rear wall

Stonework: Seven courses in main vault. Seven courses in vault left end but stones

are smaller

Capstones: Span about .69 m. Molding below capstones about .12 m high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeam near ends of room in first course below springline.
Additional crossbeams 1.62 m from point where vault changes height

Other: Change in height and form of vault is very unusual. Exposed faces better
cut than in walls

Observations: Note that main vault is asymmetrical since springline at front wall
is the same as higher portion of left end



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOM 10 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.19 m

Width: 2.62 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.28 m floor to springline

Thickness: Outside walls .81 m thick

Stonework: Ten courses of facing stones, very roughly cut and varying in size

Doorjambs: No data. Fallen

Rod Sockets: No data

Cordholders: No data

Rings: No data

Wall Openings: None

Observations: Looter's holes in floor and back wall

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .08 m in long walls. Very slight offset in end walls

Height: 1.57 m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffits with straight sides

Stonework: Nine courses of vault facing stones

Capstones: Capstone span .20 m. Molding below capstones .15 m high

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in first course of stones

below springline.



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 1 (PALACE)

ROOM 11 -

Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: About 4.7 m

Width: 2.74 m

WALLS:

Thickness: Outside walls .91 m thick. Dividing wall to Room 12, 1.22 m thick

Observations: Room mostly collapsed. Minimal data

VAULTS: Collapsed. No data

NOTE; Rooms 12, 13, 14, 1, 2 and 3 mostly collapsed. No data available without
excavation
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SITE: DZIBILTUN BUILDING: STRUCTURE 1 DATE: 3/7/86

DZIBILTUN, STRUCTURE 1

Room on Lower Level,

South end
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SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 2, Temple
- Exterior Details

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small, one room building which stands on a low platform about

.92 m high. Orientation: 195 , perpendicular to doorway

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Five members. Two lowest members rectangular. Three member molding above
with apron-type members top and bottom.

Size: Total height 1.11 m. Lowest member .19 m with plain area above, .43 m high.
Total height three upper members .50 m.

LOWER WALLS:

Height: 2.07 m top of base to bottom of medial molding

Stonework: 9 courses of wall stones: well cut faces, laid in even courses. Lowest course

.30 m high. Those above about .25 m.

Thickness: Front wall .68 m

Decoration: End and rear walls plain. Stepped fret designs on both sides of doorway
in front wall. Corner at front slightly rounded.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular

Jambs: See notes on Interior

Lintel: Fallen. No data

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Two members. Lower member has considerable inward slope. Lower member

made with two pieces of stone

Size: Total height .56 m

Projection: Lower member projects about ,20m beyond wall below

UPPER WALL:

Height: .56 m, top of medial molding to bottom of cornice

Decoration: End wall has group of three plain colonnettes. Corner at front is inset

with 3 colonnettes on front face. Corner at inset sllightly rounded.

Stonework: Same as lower walls. Two courses of stones, well cut-and-dressed

Other: Inset at corner about .20 m deep. Inset includes medial molding, upper wall,
and cornice molding

CORNICE:

Form: Five members. Outward sloping lower member made with two pieces of stone.

Vertical member above, then colonnettes, with vertical member above, topped off with

outward sloping coping member.

Size: Total height about 1.17 m

Projection: .16 m at bottom

ROOF STRUCTURE: None

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Chenes-Puuc. See Andrews (1985) for earlier discussion of

this building.

(continued)



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER DATE 3/26/1985

-Page 2

STRUCTURE 2, Temple
- Exterior Details (continued)

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE:

Observations: Structure 2 has several features which are not characteristic of either

the Chenes or Puuc architectural styles. These include the complex base and cornice mold

ings, the inset corners, and rounding of corner of lower wall. Colonnettes have Puuc like

profiles while stepped-fret designs are very rare on classic Chenes buildings.
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STRUCTURE 2 (TEMPLE) - WEST FACADE
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SITE
nziRIT.TIjfl NUMBER DATE 3/26/1985

STRUCTURE 2, Temple
- Room 1 - Interior Details

DIMENSIONS:

Length: Unknown. Most of right end collapsed

Width: 3.72 m

WALLS:

Height: 2.13 m ()

Thickness: Front wall .68 m thick

Stonework: 9 courses. Facing stones only rough dressed

Doorjambs: Large stones. See Pollock (1970, Fig. 22) for sketch of jamb stones

Rod Sockets: None noted

Cordholders: No data

Rings: None noted

Wall Openings:: Large niche in west end wall -.66 m wide, .33 m high, .35 m deep.
.40 m from top to springline

Observations: Room is very wide by normal Chenes or Puuc standards

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .12 m

Height: 1.67 m springline to bottom of capstone molding

Form: Soffits with straight sides

Stonework: 8 courses of stones in vaults. Slab-shaped stones with outer face cut

to slope of vault. Vault stones better dressed than wall facing stones.

Capstones: Molding below capstones .20 m high. Capstone span about .78 m

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in second course of stones

above springline

Other: Right end of vault collapsed

Observations: Vaults show both Chenes and Puuc characteristics



SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/7/86

STRUCTURE 3

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure 3 is a good-sized pyramidal mound which appears

to represent the remains of a building with rooms on two levels. The rooms on both lev

els are now almost totally collapsed but a portion of a broad stairway on the west side,

together with a room just to the south, are still in place. (See sketch plan). The stair

way is of particular interest since it is constructed of large "megalithic" scaled blocks

similar in size to those used in the lower stairway of Structure II at Pakchen. The stair

way is about 5.32m wide and the treads are about .50m deep. One of the stones used in

the stairway measures 1.44m long, .48m high, and ,50m deep.

ORIENTATION: 285 degrees magnetic, perpendicular to stairway.

DZIBILTUN, STRUCTURE 3
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SITE DZIBILTUN NUMBER C/D3 DATE 3/7/86

STRUCTURE 3

ROOM 1 - Interior Details

Room is now mostly fallen and only a portion of rear and north end walls are still stand

ing. The following details were observed:

1. Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks - considerable chinking between joints.

2. Vault stones very roughly cut, with rectangular faces. Springline course ,60m

deep. 4 courses = 1.09m high.

3. Capstone span about .46m. No molding below capstones. Capstones .16m thick.

4. Springline offset
= ,12m.

5. Room is very narrow but exact width unknown as front wall is fallen.

DZIBILTUN, STRUCTURE 3 - Section
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